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Process

Case study
It is estimated that by 2025 the electric car market will exceed 100 billion. dollars. There are more and more countries that 
are introducing dates for giving up combustion cars, while investing in infrastructure for charging electric cars. Task was to 
design the process of booking the charging station for an electric car, taking into account all the needs of the user to meet 
his expectations.

Designer comment

At this stage, it would be very good to talk to a client who, when designing such a solution, would certainly have 
such knowledge that he would have and could pass it on to me. For the application concept where I mainly 
wanted to show my design process, I assumed that internet research would be sufficient, given that I had a free 
hand in making assumptions here.

The process presents step by step what action I have taken (with detailed descriptions and conclusions) to reach the final 
result.


The first step I took was to expand my basic knowledge of charging electric cars. 

After reading the following articles from known automotive sources:

Ładowanie samochodów elektrycznych – rodzaje ładowarek

Łatwe ładowanie samochodu elektrycznego | Elekromobilność Volkswagen Polska

ABC ładowania pojazdów elektrycznych - Polskie Stowarzyszenie Paliw Alternatywnych

Jak i ile ładuje się samochód elektryczny? Kompendium wiedzy

Ładowanie akumulatorów w samochodach elektrycznych

what connectors are present,

Electric cars usually have a lithium-ion battery

how the car is charging,

Currently produced cars that are able to travel over 300-400km on a single battery charge (e.g. Jaguar I-PACE)

how long it can last,

Electric cars are charged with Alternating Current (AC) or Direct Current (DC)

what powers of chargers are currently produced

Electric car batteries can be charged:

There are currently public chargers with different powers from a simple single-phase 230V socket (long 
charge), through three-phase sockets with a power of 22kW, 50kW, and even a super fast 120kW

There are plugins:

While the production of electricity will not pollute the environment too much, electric cars can be a great 
alternative to improve the state of our air and pollution in the atmosphere

Companies that manufacture public (paid or free) car chargers:

and more

from the 230 V power socket with the charger built into the vehicle; such cars are marked with the words 
"Plug in" - charging takes up to 8 hours

AC : Type 1 (SAE J1772) and Type 2

Link to AppStore

Greenway

Mobile application: Greenway Polska 

         

Link to AppStore

GO+EAuto 

Mobile application: GoNet EV CPMS 

         

from fast charging stations equipped with a three-phase 22 kW output and a 50 kW direct current - 
battery charging lasts from 1 to 2 hours.

DC : CHAdeMO, CCS (Combined Charging System), Supercharger

and adapters for all plugins

wirelessly (so far still under development, not very popular globally as of today)

battery replacement

Find out:

I learned that:

1. Expanding basic knowledge on charging electric cars

2. Understanding and find user problems with solutions that they use

3. Defining the target group

4. Competition analysis

5. User flows / Wireframes

7. Visual Design

6. Create design system

9. Usability testing

8. Create prototype

10. Improvements after tests

11. Create eventually animations

Participants

Juxtaposition

Insights and conclusions

In order to understand what users are irritating in current systems for booking places for charging electric cars and in 
general in the process of charging energy I asked a general question about which applications are used and what users are 
irritating. The question has been asked in the Facebook group "Kierowcy samochodów elektrycznych w Polsce" of electric 
car owners.

Purpose of my application is to give all electric car owners one and only one tool to find charger in quick way with the 
option of booking it for a given date and time to avoid queues and save time for electric car owners.

Problem

Problem

Problem

Problem

Person

Proposed solution

Proposed solution

Proposed solution

Proposed solution

Too many applications and cards per manufacturer of chargers irritate most users. People want to use one 
solution.

Problem with too many pointers on the map which cover the borders of countries and cities.

Setting up the application takes too long.

(Insight from podcast)No information about chargers efficiency. 

One application which show all chargers from all manufactures with informations from those chargers about 
their status with the option of booking them for a specific date and time - of course, assuming that we have 
the opportunity to implement such a solution.

Group them and show numbers of chargers for some area with some background opacity.

Scan QR Code from charger to speed up the setting = give some alternative solution for GPS. Offline mode.

Assuming that we have access to information sent from chargers, simply provide it in the application by, for 
example, color marking on the map or information in detail.

Designer comment

In the content of this concept app I assumed that I should not limit myself and choose the best option for end 
users.

I am aware that currently we may not be able to receive information from the chargers of each manufacturer and 
reserve them, but I adopted this assumption because of the need to solve the best way of user problem.

Question:

The most valuable user answers (their total number is only 7, the others talked about the same or did not contribute anything):

Checking post on Teslabjorn Facebook Page with comments:

Listen electric car podcasts to to draw conclusions from the conversation of electric car users. From such loose 
conversations, you can often get valuable information about what car users are struggling with on a daily basis. 
(Sometimes, unfortunately, they can be too time consuming.)

Platform iOS

Link to video
Map screen pointer animations

        

Link to video
Tap on the pointer

        

Conclusions

Age:

Localizaton:

Gender:

Work:

Marital status:

Characteristics:

Goals:

Frustrating:

34

Warsaw, Poland

Male

Project Manager and Product Owner in IT area

Married

Nature RespectingOrganized, Practical, Modern, 

Use only one mobile application to manage charge transactions in 
his electric car

Too many mobile application for each charge manufacture, which is 
time-wasting while searching and preparing for charging

Speed up charging process in his electric car (to not frustrating his 
family during trip)

Too many application accounts, problem with remembering all 
passwords and logging out

Avoid wasting time to find available charger during the trip - has 
possibility to book a charging

No information on the status of chargers (currently used, booked, 
functional)

George Jackson

Greenway App

Orlen Charge

GoNet EV CPMS

Plugshare

ChargeFinder

GreenWay is the largest public electric vehicle charging network in Central and Eastern Europe. It has over 
200 electric vehicle charging stations in Poland and Slovakia: fast, high power, ultra fast and AC. The network 
also offers access to tens of thousands of roaming chargers throughout Europe.

Free application for charging electric cars at PKN Orlen charging stations. Charging your car becomes very 
easy with the Orlen Charge app. Contains information about all our charging points.

Applications from the GoNet CPMS Group are software designed for managing the EV electric vehicle charging 
station network. The implemented mobile module, available on the iOS platform, gives the opportunity to 
search and launch the charging station using the customer's mobile phone. Our system can work without 
registration, we enable charging the car in Ad-Hoc mode.

Find EV charging stations, leave reviews, and connect with other plug-in vehicle owners. It’s the most 
accurate and complete public ev charging map worldwide, with stations from every major network in North 
America, Europe, and throughout much of the globe.

The app to geet if you are goind to Denmark with your electric car. ChargeFinder contains a complete map 
with all charging stations from E.ON, Clever and Tesla. By using the filter, you can easily set up the app to 
only show the charging standards that your car supports.

There is no application which allow us to book a date on every charger. Booking a charger is rarely seen in 
mobile apps. Also many applications has only information from one charger manufacture which is limiting and 
cause problem in switching between apps. One app (Greenway) requires filling in many fields to create an 
account. Controlling charging is found only in applications whose manufacturers also manufacture the 
chargers themselves. Filter by connection is definitely must have function in such applications.

Creating an initial design system for the purposes of building the application interface. (Atomic Design 
principle from the smallest atoms to bigger components).

The prototype was created in Figma with the function of using it on a mobile phone by Figma Mirror 
applications. For example, to carry out tests. iPhone 7 resolution.

Based on the collected information and own thoughts, a user flow (in the form of mock-ups) was created. To 
speed up the wireframe design process, a ready UI Kit was used (source: UI8.net).

Link to AppStore

Link to AppStore

Link to AppStore

Link to AppStore

Link to AppStore

Whole Europe


Independent charger 
manufacturer

Booking


Chargers on the map from 
different manufacturers

Filter by connection type


Filter by power

Filter by paid

Filter by functionality

Filter by currently used

Filter by date availability

Filter by charger with parking

Filter by paid chargers

Search city

Tutorial onboarding

Start charging from app

Control loading session 
(stop, start)

Pin color charging status

Favourite localizations

Simple registration

Organize trip

Light version

Dark mode

Certainly better solution for night car driving.

The utility for testing usability is Figma Mirror and the previously created prototype.

Link

Unfortunately, despite the sincere desire to find a user of electric cars, a potential user of the application 
could not test it. People testing applications came from the immediate surroundings were aged 25-30 using 
mobile applications on a daily basis. The tests were carried out alone.



They can be treated as quick corridor tests, which were recommended at the DesignWays 2019 speech by Mr. 
Kamil Bachanek from 10Clouds. Video:  (23:40 min)  

Due to lack of time, the prototype did not cover all functions like a search engine (which one of the testers 
wanted to use). There was also a language barrier from which it was concluded that the application should 
support more languages.

The next step includes further improvements.

Tasks for participants:

Illustrative video from the 1st test

Illustrative video from the 2nd test

Bookings
Choose day and start time

Supercharger IF45222

All slots reserved
0:00 AM - 6:45 AM

MON

7 8

TUE

9

WED

10

THU

11

FRI

12

SAT

13

SUN

0 AM

1 AM

2 AM

3 AM

4 AM

5 AM

6 AM

7 AM

8 AM

Bookings
Choose day and start time

July

Supercharger IF45222

All slots reserved
0:00 AM - 6:45 AM

MON

7 8

TUE

9

WED

10

THU

11

FRI

12

SAT

13

SUN

0 AM

1 AM

2 AM

3 AM

4 AM

5 AM

6 AM

7 AM

8 AM

3

2

2

3

Book a charge Charge

$2.00 / hour

$1.99 / hour

4.5km

Whole day

4

Parking

Distance

Opening

Slots

Aleja Niepodległości 208

2 slots available

Search...

3

2

2

3

Book a charge Charge

$2.00 / hour

$1.99 / hour

4.5km

Whole day

4

Parking

Distance

Opening

Slots

Aleja Niepodległości 208

2 slots available

Search...

3

2

2

3

Book a date Start charging

$2.00 / hour

$1.99 / hour

4.5km

Whole day

4

Parking

Distance

Opening

Slots

Aleja Niepodległości 208

2 slots available

Search...

Open online Figma prototype

on July 8 from 8AM to 1AM

Purpose - Check if users without any bigger problems are able to book a charge on a selected date and connection

in the nearest charger at the Saxon Gardens

with Combo CCS Connection.

3

2

2

3

Filters

Book a charge Charge

$2.00 / hour

$1.99 / hour

4.5km

Whole day

4

Parking

Distance

Opening

Slots

Ogrody Saskie 128

2 slots available

Search...

9:41

Booking confirmation

Start time

Charger

End time

Charging length

Connection type

Repetition

Cost

8 July 2020, 8:00 PM

Ogrody Saskie 128

9 July 2020, 1:00 AM

12 hours

Combo CCS

None

$26.00

Confirm

Confirm your booking

9:41

Booking confirmation

Start time

Charger

End time

Charging length

Connection type

Repetition

Cost

8 July 2020, 8:00 PM

Aleja Niepodległości 208

9 July 2020, 1:00 AM

12 hours

Combo CCS

None

$26.00

Confirm

Confirm your booking

I assumed that the loading function is the most important function so it remains marked as the primary button. The 
application is assumed to have charging start functions.

3

2

2

3

Filters

2.00zł / godzina

1.99zł / godzina

4.5km

Cały dzień

4

Parking

Dystans

Otwarty

Ładowarek

Ogrody Saskie 128

2 wolne ładodowarki

Szukaj...

Zarezerwuj termin

Rozpocznij ładowanie

3

2

2

3

Filters

Book a charge Charge

$2.00 / hour

$1.99 / hour

4.5km

Whole day

4

Parking

Distance

Opening

Slots

Ogrody Saskie 128

2 slots available

Search...

Purpose - Check if users know how to slide between steps or are able to quickly find a skip button


1) Go through all the starting steps (onboarding) and get into the application.


2) Book charging

1. Add month selection

2. Primary and secondary button text improvements + added icons. 

3. Bad charger localization name in details

4. Preparing application with native user language (for instance Polish)

Below are the conclusions drawn and corrections that have been made.

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/orlen-charge/id1478111353
https://www.autocentrum.pl/publikacje/porady/ladowanie-samochodow-elektrycznych-rodzaje-ladowarek/
https://www.volkswagen.pl/pl/elektromobilnosc/baza-wiedzy-id/ladowanie-i-zasieg-samochodu-elektrycznego/jak-laduje-sie-samochod-elektryczny.html
https://pspa.com.pl/infografika/abc-ladowania-pojazdow-elektrycznych
https://spidersweb.pl/2017/03/samochody-elektryczne-ladowanie.html
https://elektrosystemy.pl/?p=1938
https://apps.apple.com/pl/app/greenway-polska/id1334598455?l=pl
https://apps.apple.com/pl/app/gonet-ev-cpms/id1452062140
http://koski.studio/anim1.html
http://koski.studio/anim2.html
https://apps.apple.com/pl/app/greenway-polska/id1334598455?l=pl
https://apps.apple.com/pl/app/greenway-polska/id1334598455?l=pl
https://apps.apple.com/pl/app/gonet-ev-cpms/id1452062140
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/plugshare/id421788217
https://apps.apple.com/pl/app/chargefinder/id1440151252?l=pl
https://youtu.be/FE-EQFk50es?t=1420
https://koski.studio/1.mp4
https://koski.studio/2.mp4
https://www.figma.com/proto/XqRQJRNtttSW7EzN89yvvs/iPhone-X?node-id=65%3A105&viewport=1055%2C573%2C0.1769951432943344&scaling=scale-down

